Top news from the EGI Community

EGI renews BDVA i-Space GOLD Label for two more years

Celebrating our commitment to high standards for data innovation. The award ceremony took place at EBDVF23.

Supporting Science

Elevating FAIR data analytics in EOSC: EGI’s SLA with EuroScienceGateway

EuroScienceGateway and EGI have established a Service Level Agreement, fostering EOSC multidisciplinary innovation via FAIR data analytics.

EGI joins CESGA in celebrating their milestone: quantum computer Qmio

Qmio Quantum Computer, a €13.9 mln investment in Galicia, boosting innovation, research, and EGI Federation’s support for the community.

Success stories
Computing resources for High Energy Physics experiments at CERN LHC

Explore how EGI services are supporting the worldwide Large Hadron Collider LHC computing grid for advanced physics research.

CREODIAS - Immediate access to cloud-based satellite data and tools

Discover how EGI services support CREODIAS: instant access to satellite data and user-friendly tools for its processing in the cloud.

Project highlights

EGI Breaking Boundaries at eResearch Australasia Conference 2023

Our compelling keynote on ‘Europe's Data Spaces and the GREAT Green Deal project' underscored EGI’s commitment to data innovation.

An interdisciplinary Digital Twin Engine for science

Discover selected interTwin use cases in the fields of physics, environmental science and climatology, to develop and test the Digital Twin Engine.

Discover the use cases
**Opportunities**

**EGI Open Call**
Take this opportunity to harness the full potential of our cutting-edge infrastructure and platform services.

Next deadline: 15 January 2024

Apply today!

**EOSC-A Open Consultation:**
Provide your input on Long-Term Data Preservation

The EOSC-A Long-Term Data Preservation Task Force has released its recommendation consultation paper. Your insights matter! Share feedback via the dedicated template and email responses to preservation-tf[at]eosc.eu.

**Event reports**

**IBERGRID 2023: Fostering scientific collaboration with better software**

IBERGRID 2023 took place on 27-30 Sep in Benasque, at the Pedro Pascual Science Center. The motto: “Better Software for better Science”.
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